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SUMMARY 

 

In this document we present both the Interpreter and Repository specification and 

implementation for WS-Talk project. 

 

First we present the Interpreter package structure. The classes that implement text analysis, 

document processing, and query processing features. 

 

Secondly a database specification to manage Concept Hierarchy is introduced, thereafter its 

implementation is shown. 
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1. Interpreter Architecture 

The classes that implement text analysis is introduce in this section, in particular document 
processing and query processing are described. The Interpreter has been implemented in 
four-layer architecture for prototyping purposes: 

− Layer 1: This implement single user interface. 

− Layer 2: This contains the general text analysis procedures: query and document 

processing. 

− Layer 3: This contains the set of atomic text analysis procedures. 

− Layer 4: This contains the set of atomic procedures to access the CV repository. 

 
According to the assignments in the WS-Talk General Plan, the Layer 1 is produce by AKRA, 
and Layer 4 is being powered by RHUL. Thus, in the Interpreter prototype, there are WS-Talk 
features interacting with the layers above mention. 
 
In this release, the Interpreter development considered not only the process of text analysis 
procedures described in the IRIT’s document WS-D2-1 (January 2005), but also the 
integration with the CV repository, where the respective procedures have been developed by 
RHUL. In this context the integration is relevant because an important part of the text analysis 
techniques must be tested on the final structure of repositories. 
 
Below, we describe the interpreter functionalities, making references to the scientific and 
previous groundwork established as standards for the text analysis features. 
 

1.1. Query processing 
 
The Interpreter has two separate functionalities: query processing, which positions a Natural 
Language (NL) query in the information space, defined by the concept hierarchies in a 
domain; and address of web services descriptions (or documents) in that space.  
Figure 1 shows a query processing representation. There, we have coloured in blue the 
methods that exclusively work on the query processing. The box called “Query Processing” is 
a Servlet implementing a simple user interface to capture a NL query. It calls the class 
Interpreter()1, which in turns calls the query processing classes: TextProcessing() 
and Matching(). They contain methods to stem a query, locate its position on the CV, and 
determine its voting respect to the document annotations in the CV. 

                                                        
1 This class has been implemented as a Web service also, and the respective documentation may be 
found at http://www.soluciones.cl:8080/ws-talk-interpreter.  
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Figure 1, Query Processing 

 
The Query Stemming process is achieved using Porter’s algorithm, which was already 
introduced in the Deliverable D2.1, dated January 2005, released by the IRIT.  The algorithm 
has been taken from the well-known Web site snowball.tartarus.org/, where 
implementations for different languages can be found. Particularly, the Interpreter uses 
English, Spanish and French sources codes and stop word files available in that site. 
 
Query processing assumes that the searching retrieves the Web services descriptions (or 
documents) in the CV repository (CV DB in Figure 12), which best match the NL terms 
contained in a request. According to the scheme defined by IRIT, any Web service description 
stored in the repository Database is indexed. An index associated to a document is called an 
“annotation”, which in turns corresponds to an Id of an entry in a concept hierarchy. Thus, 
there are several annotations (Id’s) associated to a document. The set of annotations defines 
the position of the document in the information space. Matching a query means comparing 
the document annotations and the query to determine a value that represents how well they 
are mapped to the same positions in that information space. 
 
The first step in the matching process implies to locate the query in the space. This is realised 
by the Locator, which returns the query position. 
 
The second step in the matching consists of determining what are the documents more close 
to that position. In order to do that, a distance measure is calculated by the voting method, 
which assigns a vote to each document with at least one annotation in the query position. 
 
Although the locating step is relatively standard, the voting process has different 
considerations to be taken in account: document size, query size, concept hierarchy, 
coverage, etc. This work has been addressed in a previous research (IRAIA project) and 

                                                        
2 In the present implementation, the controlled vocabulary and the Web services descriptions repository 
are allocated in the same database. When necessary, the Interpreter will be modified in order to 
consider the distribution of both repositories (CV and web services descriptions). 
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references [1] and [2] contains very complete analysis of several voting functions. The 
Interpreter prototype uses a variant of the method defined in [1].  Other voting functions will 
be included later, this in order to make the required tests in the final project. 
 

1.2. Document processing 
 
Figure 2 presents the document processing feature. There, we have coloured in blue the 
methods that exclusively work on document processing. The box called “File Processing” is a 
Servlet implementing a user interface to upload a file from the user’s machine. It calls a web 
service, which in turns calls the query processing classes: TextProcessing() and 
GenAnnotations(). They contain methods to stem a document; determine frequency of 
terms in the text; indexing, voting and annotating the document respect to the concept 
hierarchies in the CV.  

 
Figure 2, Document processing 

 
The document (Web services description) stemming uses Porter’s algorithm and the same 
criteria used on query processing are applied here. The result of document stemming is a list 
of stemmed words. Each word is searched in the CV repository, identifying the respective 
position on it. Here, a locating process works to retrieve the Id of an entry in any concept 
hierarchy, containing the stemmed term (word). Then, the stemmed word is indexed3. For 
each indexed word, a voting process calculates a score used to decide if the index will be part 
of the document’s annotation list or not. Different scoring strategies may be applied [2]. In the 
present release, the simplest strategy has been used, considering that an entry is composed 
by just one term, which reduces scoring to the frequency of stemmed words in a document.  
 

                                                        
3 At this moment, if none entry contains that term, the Interpreter considers it out of the information 
space. This characteristic will change to incorporate the insert/elimination features defined in the 
Deliverable D2.1 [4]. 
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An acceptation threshold is defined to decide when a frequency value validates a document 
annotation.  
 
Following the Project directives, the CV and document annotations are stored in a relational 
database system. In a previous version of the Interpreter prototype, XML was used to store 
the document annotations; now, the whole processing of documents uses MySQL DBMS. 

2. Interpreter Processes 

2.1. Document processing – getting annotations 

2.1.1. Document stemming 
 
The stemming process applies Porter’s algorithm. Currently, stemming is set for Spanish, 
English and French. In this release, the stop word files used are those defined by RHUL, 
Soluciones and UDP. They should be updated to have more complete lists. 
 
Some files containing special characters (“$”,”?”, ”!”, etc.), which were considered 
“meaningless” in descriptors are also treated in the Interpreter. In those cases, a filter process 
is applied to eliminate those characters and the ill-formed words (for instance, “anal!st”, 
“man?agement”, etc.). 
In the present release, the Interpreter processes text and Microsoft Word files. 
 
The stemming procedure for a document is implemented in class TextProcessign(), 
methods analyzeTxt() and analyzeDoc(). 

2.1.2. Document frequencies 
 
Once a document is stemmed (elimination of stop words, special characters, and extraction of 
stemmed words), the frequency of each extracted word is determined in the way defined by 
Englmeier et al. [2].  
 
The frequency process is implemented in class TextProcessign(), method 
determinesFrequency(). 

2.1.3. Indexation, voting, and annotation processes 
 
The indexation and voting process is adapted to the standard defined in the document 
Deliverable D2.1, from January 2005, released by IRIT. However, since integration of the 
Interpreter and the CV repository was achieved last month, a basic implementation is being 
released now. It considers that each CH entry is composed of one term. In this case, using 
the voting process defined in [2], the vote of an entry in a document in this release is defined 
as equal to its frequency. That will be updated in order to consider the different scenarios 
defined in [2]. 
 
The annotation process is implemented in class GenAnnotations(), method 
Annotations(). 
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2.1.4. Sequencing of processes 
 
Figure 3 shows the class diagram of the annotation process. There are two methods 
implemented Annotations(), and increasesidDocument().The second one 
implements an auxiliary procedure which allows to manipulate the IDDOCUMENT attribute in 
the DOCUMENTS table in the CV repository. It should be replaced by a protocol to generate 
document Id’s. 
 
Looking at the class diagram, can be notice that the class GenAnnotations() is called by 
the Interpreter() class, which is the entry to the text analysis processes. In turn, 
GenAnnotations() calls the TextProcessing() class which contains the atomic 
methods to stem documents and queries. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3, Class diagram for the GenAnnotations() class 
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2.2. Query processing – searching in the database 

2.2.1.  Query stemming 
 
The stemming process of a query applies Porter’s algorithm. Currently, the stemming is set 
for Spanish, English and French.  
 
The query stemming procedure is implemented in the class TextProcessign(). 

2.2.2. Locating a query in the CV 
 
Once a query is stemmed, the extracted words are located in the CV. This process retrieves 
the Id’s and respective concept hierarchies (CH) names, as defined in the set of CH’s. At this 
point, we made a decision: given that the extracted words are stemmed terms, different CH 
entries could potentially match the stemmed word. Thus, we decided to choose the very first 
entry retrieved. Normally, it should be replaced by other strategy. 
 
The locator function is implemented in class Matching(), method Locator(). 

2.2.3.  Voting process and matching 
 
For each entry (Id and CH name) obtained by the locator process, the documents having 
annotations with the respective entry are retrieved. For each document, a vote is calculated, 
using the standard defined in [1].  Stricto sensu, the vote considers the importance of a query 
term in a document and the coverage of the query on the respective set of annotations. 
Several voting functions may be defined in that way. In the current version of the Interpreter, 
the function proposed in [3] was implemented, but other functions will be implemented as 
required. 
 
The voting process is implemented by the Matching() class, method voting(). 

2.2.4.  Sequencing of processes 
 
Figure 4 presents the searching process class diagram. First of all, this class calls classes 
Conect() which implements the repository interaction layer , and ConfigProperties() 
which loads the properties file in the Interpreter prototype. Matching() is called by the 
Interpreter() class, the entry door to the document and query analysis.  
 
The methods in the Matching()class are the following: 

− Locator(): This retrieves the indexes and CH names of terms in a query, by inspecting 
the CH in the repository.  

− voting(): This method which implements the voting process for a query. 

− partialVoting(): This method called by voting(), it is auxiliary to voting. 

− normalizesVoting(): This normalises votes for each document retrieved in the 
searching process. 
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− similarity(): This is a method for a particular voting process. 

− dissimilarity(): This is a method for a particular voting process. 

− noDuplicated(): This inspects the annotations tables and retrieves (without 
duplication) the documents which match at least one term in a query. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4, Class diagram for the Matching(). 

2.3. Access to the CV repository  
 
The Interpreter prototype released here has a four-layer structure: 

− Layer 1: The set of Servlets and classes defining a single user interface; this layer is 
redesigned and powered by AKRA, according to the general plan document of WS-Talk. 
The classes in this layer are: ClientQuery(), ClientUpload(), UploadFile(), 
FileAnalysis(). 

− Layer 2: The general text analysis procedures; at this time, the annotation and searching 
processes compose this layer. 
The classes in this layer are Interpreter(), GenAnnotations(), Matching(). 

− Layer 3: The set of atomic text analysis procedures: stemming, elimination of stop words, 
elimination of special characters and ill-formed words, frequency of terms in documents. 
The classes in this layer are TextProcessing(), Utilities(). 
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− Layer 4: The set of atomic procedures to access the CV repository (select, insert, update, 

etc.); currently, the repository is implemented with MySQL, in this layer access to other 
DBMS technologies may be defined. 
The class in this layer is Conect(). 

 

3. Text Analysis classes 

The complete list of documentation of classes and their respective class diagrams can be 
found at http://www.soluciones.cl:8080/ws-talk-interpreter/. The classes and Servlets included 
in the Interpreter java package are the following:  
 
 

Class/Servlet Code Description 

Client Query Servlet implementing the user interface for query processing; it calls the web 
service in the case of query processing. 

ClientUpload Servlet implementing the user interface for document processing. 

Interpreter Web service implementing query and file processing. 

Conect Class connecting to database; connection to MySQL is implemented here. 

LoadProperties Class capturing the context of project. 

ConfigProperties File containing general configuration data. 

FilePath Class relating context of project to paths. 

FileAnalysis Servlet calling the web service for file processing. 

TextProcessing Class containing methods for text analysis of queries and documents. 

GenAnnotations Class containing methods for indexing and annotating documents. 

uploadFile Servlet uploading a file, it calls the Servlet which calls the interpreter() class 

Matching Class containing methods to locate a query in the CV space and voting 
respect to document annotations in the database. 

Utilities Class containing some auxiliary methods 

Porter Class containing methods for word stemming; it uses the Porter's algorithm. 
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4. Repository Technical Specification 

This section describes a database schema for storing Concepts Hierarchy (CH), and its data 
structure.  This data schema is based in IRIT [4] Deliverable D2.1. Some modifications were 
introduced though. 
 

4.1. Repository 
 
Figure 5 shows a database schema in colour coding, where each colour represents a different 
table function on the system.  
 
White tables are “static”, which means they are created once at the system initialisation, if 
any of these tables are deleted the Concept Hierarchies’ repository loses its data integrity. 
Within this category we find the following tables: 
 
− URL: It contains document location as a URL address. 
 
− Documents: It stores document annotations, or document metadata 

 
− LinkCH_CHTable: It stores Concept Hierarchy data.  That is the names of CH tables 

generated automatically by the system (their names, and language). 
 
− CHStemmed: It stores all the CH stemmed entries. 

 
− Stats: It stores information related with nodes tables, specifically the KNT.  For each of 

these tables generated a new entry in Stats table is produced. 
 
Yellow tables are dynamically created when a new Concept Hierarchy is loaded in the 
database.  For each new Concept Hierarchy, a new CH_(TableName) and LinkCH_(Table 
Name) are created.  Here “TableName” is the composition of the CH assigned name, and its 
language.  Let us say a new CH is loaded in the database, with name “insurance” in the 
German language. The tables created will be called CH_INSURANCE_DE and 
LINKCH_INSURANCE_DE respectively.  There are as many CH_(TableName) and 
LinkCH_(Table Name) as Concept Hierarchies loaded in the system. 
 
Blue tables also are created dynamically. The goal of these tables is to keep information 
regarding the relationship between CH entries and document weights.  The table names 
follow the same rules presented above.  Not language coding is added to this table name. 
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Figure 5, repository physical database model 
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4.2. List of tables 
 
Table 1 shows a list of tables contained in the Database.  As mentioned before the first five 
tables are fix tables and the tables containing “_*” are tables created dynamically.  The 
system administrator assigns their name.  
 

Table Name 
URL 
DOCUMENTS 
LINKCH_CHTABLE 
CHSTEMMED 
STATS 
LINKCH_* 
CH_* 
KNT_* 
KNV_* 

 
Table 1, Database Tables List 

4.3. Table specification 
 
The following section shows the repository tables, fields, data types, and mandatory property. 

4.3.1. Fix tables (system tables) 
 
Table URL 
 

Code Type Mandatory 
IDDOCUMENT Character (24) Not null 
PROTOCOL Character (24) Not null 
SERVER Character (24) Not null 
PORT Int  
BASEDIR Character (255)  
DOCUMENTNAME Character (255) Not null 

 
Table 2, URLTABLE specification 
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Table DOCUMENTS 
 
  

Code Type Mandatory 
IDDOCUMENT Character (24) not null 
TITTLE  varchar(160) not null 
URLTABLE  Character (24) not null 
DOMAIN Character (20) not null 

 
Table 3, DOCUMENTS specification 

 
Table LINKCH_CHTABLE 
 

Code Type Mandatory 
CH_NAME Character (24)  not null 
LINKCH_TABLENAME Character (24)  not null 
CH_TABLENAME Character (24)  not null 
LANGUAGE Character (2)  not null 

 
Table 4, LINKCH-CHTABLE specification 

 
Table CHSTEMMED 

 
Code Type Mandatory 

CH_TABLENAME Character (24) not null 
IDENTRY  int not null 
ENTRYSTEMMED  Character (24) not null 

 
Table 5, CHSTEMMED specification 

 
Table STATS 
 

Code Type Mandatory 
NODENUMBER int not null 
KNTTABLENAME Character (24) not null 
CH_TABLENAMES Character (256) not null 

 
Table 6, STATS specification 
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4.3.2. Concept Hierarchies tables 
 
Table CH_* 
 

Code Type Mandatory 
IDENTRY int not null 
PARENTID int not null 
ENTRYLABEL Character (130) not null 

 
Table 7, CH_NAME specification 

 
Table LINKCH_* 
 

Code Type Mandatory 
IDDOCUMENT char(24) not null 
IDENTRY int not null 
WEIGHT float(8) not null 

   

Table 8, LINK_CH specification 

4.3.3. Dynamic tables 
 
Table KNT_* 
 

Code Type Mandatory 
IDNODE int not null 
CH_A_ID int not null 
CH_B_ID int not null 
CH_C_ID int not null 
CH_n_ID int not null 

 
Table 9, KNT_TABLENAME specification 

 
Table KNV_* 
 

Code Type Mandatory 
IDDOCUMENT char(24) not null 
IDNODE int not null 
WEIGHTKNV int not null 

 
Table 10, KNV_TABLENAME specification 
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4.4. Database generic script 
 
A SQL script adapted for MySQL database can be see in the Annex B. 
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5. Repository Implementation, And Database Data 

Handling 

This section describes the database manager interface to handle Concept Hierarchy (CH) 
data structures.  Description of the user interfaces, and processes carried out by the Java 
Servlets are presented. 
 

To install the demonstrator in your own server, please refer to Annex A where instructions are 
given to install MySQL DBMS, and Annex C where instruction to install the demonstrator 
locally can be found. 

 

5.1. User interface description 
 
In this section we introduce the prototype user interface, and its functionalities.  
 
The database demonstrator can be accessed at the following address: 
http://thames.cs.rhul.ac.uk:8080/repository/Login 
 
The interface has been tested in the following platforms: Mac OS, SuSE GNU/Linux, and 
Windows.  Additionally Mozilla, Firefox, IExplorer, and Safari browsers are supported. The 
browser must support the basic form of Java Script, and Cookies. 

5.2. Log In 
 
Figure 5 shows the Log in screen for repository.  Three parameters are asked to the user in 
order to establish a database connection. 
 

− DB URL:  The syntax for this field is composed of the following: database drivers (in 
our case JDBC), database management system (MySQL), database server host, port 
number (on MySQL the default is 3306, if the server is running on the default port, it 
can be omitted), and database name (wstalk). 

 
− User: A valid database user is needed, that is a user with enough grants to create 

tables, insert rows, and produce views. 
 
− Password: A valid password associated with the user in the database. 

 
It is important to highlight that any mistake in the log in fields will result in no grants to enter 
the demonstrator.  If the fields are right a session is created. The session lasts as long as the 
browser is open.  This session is stored in Cookies.  Therefore the browser should allow 
Cookies. 
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Figure 6, Log in screen 

5.3. No grants 
 
If the user has no database privileges a message like the one shown in Figure 6 appears. 
Then no access is possible. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 7, wrong field information or no database privileges 

 

5.4. Main page, menu description 
 
Figure 8 shows the main page once the user has logged in.  Menus are Java Script based 
and have been tested in Mozilla, Firefox, IExplorer, and Safari browsers without problem. 
 
The menu options found here are the following: 
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− New: This is related to table generation and data loading. 

− Search: Query processing and document upload options are implemented by 

UDP/Soluciones. 

− View: This is related to data handling of a table’s view. 

− Help: This contains all the documentation related in the system. 

 

 
Figure 8, Menu selection, Menu – New 

 

5.5. Database and table initialization 
 
Figure 9 shows the process carried out to initialize the DB and table system. This process has 
to be done just once, otherwise all the important information on the DB will be lost. 
This option creates all the “static” tables (shown in white in the database schema Figure 1) for 
a given database. 
 

 
Figure 9, Creation of tables, Menu – New – System Tables 
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5.6. KNT and KNV, table creation 
 
Figure 10 shows the option to create new KNT and KNV tables.  The system reads all the 
CHs loaded in the DB and generates a multiple selection form.  The user needs to assign a 
name and check the box button of the tables to be indexed.  The tables’ names have the 
following standard: 
 
KNT_ :  This is the table identifier. 

TableName : This is a name assigned by the system user. 

 
This process produces the automatic population of the table KNT_(TableName), and update 
of the STATS table.  KNT_ table results in a matrix of values where the first field is an 
incremental correlative NodeNumber used as identifier, and the columns are the CHs 
TableNames indexed by the user, which contains the IdEntry of the respective CH. 
 
If no CH is loaded in the database, a message will be shown to the user. 

 

 
 

Figure 10, KNT and KNV table generation, Menu – New – Create KNT & KNV 

 

5.7. Loading new Concept Hierarchies, Documents and URLs 
data 

 
Loading CHs in the database is an extremely simple process for the users.  The system reads 
text files with the following format: 
 
ID :  It is an integer correlative number starting from 1. 
ParentId: It is an integer number, which represents the node level of the concept hierarchy. 
EntryLabel: It is the concept hierarchy entry itself. 
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On the help menu a zip file can be downloaded if to test this feature.  Our demonstrator is 
optimised to accept files in UTF-8 coding system.  Files codified in other formats can have 
problems.  In any case other coding formats can be try, and then look at the coded produced.  
If not satisfactory the loaded CH can be deleted. 
 
The simple process of loading CHs into the systems triggers a series of events on the server 
machine: 
 

− CH name is concatenated in the form CH_(assigned name)_(language), where the 

language is represented by the ISO 639 standard .i.e. If the assigned name is 

“characters”, and the selected language is English, a table with the name 

CH_CHARACTERS_EN will be generated. 

− CH file is read, and loaded in to the database. 

− Table LinkCH_(assigned name)_(language) is created 

− Table LinkCH_CHTable is updated, 

− All the terms (EntryLabel) are stemmed and stored in the table CHStemmed. Then 

the languages election on the selection box will tell the system in which language 

the CH will be stemmed. 

 
If the loading operation is successful a message will be shown. 
 

 
Figure 11, Load a new concept hierarchy, Menu – New – Load Concept Hierarchy 

 
Also Document annotations and URL information can be loaded directly into the database 
DOCUMENTS and URL tables respectively.  In that case the semicolon ( ; ) character is used 
as column separation. 
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5.8. Search capability 
 
Query processing and Documents upload are produce by UDP/Soluciones, in the first section 
of this document a deeper explanation for these processes can be found.  
 

 
Figure 12, Search engine, Menu – Search 

 
Two interfaces for query client have been implemented. The first can be called from inside of 
the demonstrator under “Search – Query” menu working as Web Service.  The second is 
implemented as a standalone Servlet, where no log in on the system is needed. Therefore the 
system can be queried directly as shown in Figure 13. 
 
 

 
Figure 13, Search engine 
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Figure 14 shows the upload document process.  Two documents format are supported, plain 
text document (or .txt), and Microsoft word (or .doc).  These documents can be loaded one by 
one, or in a set compress as ZIP files. 
 
This process generates the document annotations and population of LINK_* tables with the 
necessary weights to exploit the system.  If this task is successfully carry out a message will 
be shown to the user.  
 
 

 
Figure 14, Uploading documents 

5.9. Data handling, and table views 
 
On the menu - View option direct data handling of the database can be carried out, as well as 
a series of vistas over tables. 
 
An example of data handling is shown in Figure 17. This option is under View – Concept 
Hierarchies.  Here a list of all the CHs and its related link tables are shown.   
 
Delete CH option is presented with a button and can be seen at Figure 16. If this action is 
carried out all the related tables are updated, or deleted.  The tables involve are: 
 

− CHStemmed table is updated 

− LinkCH_CHTable is updated 

− Knt and Knv tables are deleted 

− CH_TableName and LinkCH_TableName are deleted 

 
To facilitate the user interface, clickable links over the table’s names also are produced. 
Following these links a view of the table will be produced, and table-editing options will be 
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activated with the edit button as shown in Figure 17. If a CH entry is updated, the related term 
in the table CHStemmed is updated. 
 
The same kind of feature is available for documents and URL tables. 

 

 
 

Figure 15, Concept Hierarchy data handling, Menu – View – Concept Hierarchies 

 
 

 
 

Figure 16, Concept Hierarchy data edition, Menu – View – C. H. – click link action 
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5.10. Help and documentation 
 
Figure 16 shows Help menu, which includes the following items: 
 

− MySQL database set up 

− Interface description, (this document) 

− DB technical information, database table definition. 

− Test data, list of CH. 

− Java documentation.   

 

 
 

Figure 17, Help and Documentation, Menu – Help 
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6. Conclusion 

In this document we describe the WS-Talk interpreter design and implementation as well as a 
repository to store and manage Concept Hierarchy. 
 
Interpreter has been produce by UDP/Soluciones and integrated with the repository proposed 
by J. Mothe [4] and implemented by RHUL. 
 
As result we have produce a demonstrator to manage the complete pipeline involve in 
querying the system.  
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8. Acronyms  

 

CV Control Vocabulary 
CH Concept Hierarchy 
NL Natural Language 

IRAIA IRAIA project, Getting Orientation in Complex Information Spaces as 
Emergent Behaviour of Autonomous Information Agents. IST-1999-10602 

DBMS Database manager system 
RHUL Royal Holloway, University of London 
UDP Universidad Diego Portales 
IRIT Université Paul Sabatier Institut de Recherche en Informatique de Toulouse 
GUI Graphical Users Interface 
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Annex A 

MySQL set up and initial configuration 
 
This annex contains information regarding the installation of MySQL database 
manager system (DBMS) into a local server.  
 
To run the repository WAR file you need two things: 
 
1) A Sevlet container (we use Tomcat), and 
2) MySQL installed with a empty DB, and a user with enough privileges. 
 
Here we explain how to set up MySQL 
 
First thing is download MySQL software, that can be done from the following 
address http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/.  There d the latest versions (we are 
using 4.1) of MySQL can be found, a series of tools that help with the 
administration and maintenance of the DB, and the JDBC drivers if they are 
needed also can be downloaded from there. Just the database is needed though. 
 
The following section gives some tips regarding the initial database setup. 
These steps have to be done once MySQL is installed. You can do it either with 
MySQL administration tool (you need to download it -see above-), or by 
command line. Here we explain the command line technique for Unix/Linux 
systems. 
 
MySQL create an initial user account called "root", which has all the privileges 
and grants. This super user has no password, then need to be secure, that can be 
done as explain in the following section. 
 
Creating password for user root, initial set up 
 
First open a shell. 
 
shell> mysql --user=root mysql 
mysql> SET PASSWORD FOR ''@'localhost' = PASSWORD('newpassword'); 
mysql> SET PASSWORD FOR ''@'host_name' = PASSWORD('newpassword); 
 
Note: If a password to the root account already has already been assigned, also th 
password is needed.  This can be done by  --password or -p option. 
 
For more information about securing the initial users account please referrer to 
http://dev.mysql.com/doc/mysql/en/default-privileges.html 
 
Add new users 
 
After connecting to the server as root, you can add new users accounts. The 
following statements use GRANT to set up a new account: 
 
mysql> GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON *.* TO 'usernameHERE'@'localhost' 
-> IDENTIFIED BY 'passwordHERE' WITH GRANT OPTION; 
 
mysql> GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON *.* TO 'usernameHERE'@'%' 
-> IDENTIFIED BY 'passwordHERE' WITH GRANT OPTION; 
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mysql> GRANT RELOAD,PROCESS ON *.* TO 'admin'@'localhost'; 
 
mysql> GRANT USAGE ON *.* TO 'usernameHERE'@'localhost'; 
 
 
Creating a DB 
 
We need to create a DB to store all our data. We have called our DB wstalk, and 
that can be done as following: 
 
mysql> CREATE DATABASE wstalk 
 
 
Creating a user for wstalk DB 
 
Create a user guest in the wstalk database with grants for localhost 
 
mysql> GRANT SELECT,INSERT,UPDATE,DELETE,CREATE,DROP ON 
wstalk.* 
-> TO 'guest'@'localhost' IDENTIFIED BY 'guest'; 
 
Create a user guest in the wstalk database with grant in any host 
 
mysql> GRANT SELECT,INSERT,UPDATE,DELETE,CREATE,DROP ON 
wstalk.* 
-> TO 'guest'@'%' IDENTIFIED BY 'guest'; 
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Annex B 

Database generic SQL script 
 
 

/*==============================================================*/ 
/* This is a MySQL script that can be run directly 
/* into the data base to generate the tables for WSTALK database.   
/* 
/* Is important to point out the following: 
/*   
/* Some tables presented here are generic, then the complete 
/* name is a composition of words, or concatenation of characters  i.e. 
/* Taken the table CH_NAME, mean that the "CH_" part is fixed 
/* and the "NAME" is a variable name of the concept hierarchy. 
/* Then if we have the name "COUNTRY", the table final name is 
/* CH_COUNTRY.  
/* The same principle is applicable to the tables LINKCH, KNT, 
/* and KNV 
/* 
/* Tables DOCUMENTS, URL, LINKCH_CHTABLE, STATS are fix and  
/* they don't change 
/*==============================================================*/ 
 
/***********************REFERENCE ONLY****************************/  
 
drop table if exists URL; 
drop table if exists DOCUMENTS; 
drop table if exists LINKCH_CHTABLE; 
drop table if exists STATS; 
drop table if exists CHSTEMMED; 
drop table if exists KNT_TABLENAME; 
drop table if exists KNV_TABLENAME; 
drop table if exists LINKCH; 
drop table if exists CH_NAME; 
 
/*==============================================================*/ 
/* Table: URL  
/*==============================================================*/ 
create table URL 
( 
   IDDOCUMENT                     char(24)                       not null, 
   PROTOCOL                           char(6)                         not null, 
   SERVER                                 char(255)                     not null, 
   PORT                                      int, 
   BASEDIR                               char(255), 
   DOCUMENTNAME              char(255)                      not null 
) 
 
 
 
/*==============================================================*/ 
/* Table: DOCUMENTS                                                      
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/*==============================================================*/ 
create table DOCUMENTS 
( 
   IDDOCUMENT                     char(24)                       not null, 
   TITTLE                                  varchar(160)                not null, 
   URLTABLE                           char(24)                       not null, 
   DOMAIN                               char(20)                       not null, 
) 
 
 
/*==============================================================*/ 
/* Table: LINKCH_CHTABLE                                                                             
/*==============================================================*/ 
create table LINKCH_CHTABLE 
( 
   CH_NAME                                      char(24)                       not null, 
   LINKCH_TABLENAME               char(24)                       not null, 
   CHNAME_TABLENAME             char(24)                       not null, 
   LANGUAGE                                   char(2)                         not null 
) 
 
/*==============================================================*/ 
/* Table: CHSTEMMED 
/*==============================================================*/ 
create table LINKCH_CHTABLE 
( 
   CH_TABLENAME                         char(24)                       not null, 
   IDENTRY                                        int                                not null, 
   CHNAME_TABLENAME             char(24)                       not null 
) 
 
 
 
 
/*==============================================================*/ 
/* Table: STATS                                                                                                     
/*==============================================================*/ 
create table STATS 
( 
   NODENUMBER                       int                           not null, 
   KNTTABLENAME                  char(24)                  not null, 
   CH_TABLENAME                  char(256)                 not null, 
) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
/*==============================================================*/ 
/* Table: CH_ *                                                                                               
/*==============================================================*/ 
create table CH_NAME 
( 
   IDENTRY                                 int                            not null, 
   PARENTID                               int                            not null, 
   ENTRYLABEL                        char(130)                 not null 
) 
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/*==============================================================*/ 
/* Table: LINKCH_*                                                                                                 
/*==============================================================*/ 
create table LINKCH 
( 
   IDDOCUMENT                     char(24), 
   IDENTRY                              int, 
   WEIGTH                                float(8,2) 
) 
 
/*==============================================================*/ 
/* Table: KNT_*                                                                                
/*==============================================================*/ 
create table KNT_* 
( 
   IDNODE                                  int                            not null, 
   CH_NAME A  _IDENTRY     int                            not null, 
   CH_NAME B  _IDENTRY     int                            not null, 
   CH_NAME C  _IDENTRY     int                            not null 
) 
 
 
/*==============================================================*/ 
/* Table: KNV_* 
/*==============================================================*/ 
create table KNV_* 
( 
   IDDOCUMENT                     char(24)                    not null, 
   IDNODE                                int                              not null, 
   WEIGHTKNV                       float(8,2)                   not null 
) 
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Annex C 

Running the demonstrator locally 
 
This annex contains information about how to build the database demonstrator from 
the source code. 
 
The easy way is to install Apache ANT (http://ant.apache.org/), please download and 
install it in you machine. 
 
We provide the source code with an ANT script that carries out all the necessary tasks 
to deploy the software in a local or remote machine. 
 
Once ANT has been installed, you need tell to the ant script where tomcat is in your 
machine.  In order to do this open the file build.xml that comes in the root directory of 
the source code, and modify the line number 20, which is well indicated.  
 
Then open a shell console, go to the directory where the build.xml file is and run: 
 
shell:$ ant compileDeploy 
 
The output is something like the following: 
 
Buildfile: build.xml 
compile: 
[echo] Loading libraries /Applications/Development/tomcat/common/lib, /lib .... 
[echo] Compiling.... 
[echo] Compiling files in ./src and saving to ./classes 
deploy: 
[echo] deleting old WAR file at /Applications/Development/tomcat/webapps 
[delete] Deleting: /Applications/Development/tomcat/webapps/repository.war 
[echo] Building WAR file... 
[echo] Deploying repository... 
[war] Building war: /Applications/Development/tomcat/webapps/repository.war 
[echo] Compile and Deploy all the prototype DONE! 
compileDeploy: 
[echo] Compiling and deploying repository 
BUILD SUCCESSFUL 
Total time: 2 seconds 
 
 
There are additional tasks distributed with the software: 
 
compile: This compile the software to generate the java class files 
 
deploy: This creates a new repository.war file and copy it to you local Servlet 
container 
 
compileDeploy: This rebuild the enterier classes, compile the project, and deploy it 
 
jar: This build a jar file with the project 
 
tar.gz: This build a compress file with the project 
 
javadoc: This creates all the javadocs files, and additionally it transforms java source 
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files into html extension to be seen in the browser (this required an additional library -
java2html.jar- that need to be copy to the ANT lib directory, you can download that 
from the following address: http://www.java2html.de/) 
 
rebuild: This rebuild the whole project from scratch. 
 
war: This creates a project war file 
 
deployWSTalk: This deploy the war file into the server of election, through a Secure 
Copy connexion, for this task an additional ANT library is required 
- ant-jsch.jar - that can be download from the following address :  
http://www.jcraft.com/jsch/  
 
Note: If you would like to run the software from let us say JBuilder, or Eclipse the 
procedure is the same, just add the ANT script to you local project. 


